... stand up for diversity
Third time in the last 2 weeks that I have had a female pilot 🛩️✈️ off to Paris for the day :-). Miłego dnia życzy 🌸

Niezłe :)))))) może zagraj w totolotka :))) Pięknego Paryża :) 🛩️
"Don't judge a book by it's cover"
How quickly can our brains process?
Our brains think in 'categories'
True or false?

If all Biffs are Croons and all Croons are Darns, then all Darns are Biffs.

Source: Observer, Mark Manson
“Cindy creates conflict at the office. Cindy is a woman. Therefore women create conflict at the office.”

or

“Most criminals are poor. Most poor people receive welfare. Therefore most welfare goes to criminals.”

Source: Observer, Mark Manson
The power of perception
Religion
The Ugly Truth of Children's Books
The Ugly Truth of Children's Books
The Ugly Truth of Children's Books
Implicit Bias
-Conscious Values
Assimilation - Authenticity
Judgement - Relationships
Heritage - Environment
Hopes and aspirations
Diversity - Inclusion